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Summary  
This report investigates energy and environmental issues that affect future urban 
transport, and their implications for transport policy and planning. It describes various 
energy and environmental problems, how they can be evaluated, and options for 
addressing them.  
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Introduction 
Transportation affects and is affected by numerous energy and environment issues, as 
summarized in the table below. The scope of these issues considered in transport 
planning has expanded over time, and is likely to expand further in the future. 
Environment often includes various “left over” issues that do not fit into other categories, 
such as equity and cultural resource preservation. From a professional or institutional 
perspective, energy and environmental issues represent new responsibilities and impacts 
to consider in the planning process (and job security for those who become experts in 
these subjects). Conversely, environmental professionals must learn about transportation 
issues, such as factors that affect vehicle travel and efficiency. 
 
Table 1 Energy and Environmental Issues Related To Transportation 

Energy/Resource Pollution Emissions Land Use Social Impacts 

Energy costs (to users). 

Energy dependency and 
security (including 
economic costs of 
importing resources) 

Environmental impacts 
of energy production 
and use 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
Emissions 

Air pollution 

Noise 

Water pollution 

Hazardous materials and 
wastes 

Sprawl 

Loss of greenspace 

Impervious surface 
coverage 

Livability 

Community cohesion 

Cultural resources 

Equity and social inclusion 

Physical fitness and health 

 

Transportation affects and is affected by a variety of energy and environmental issues. 
 
 
In recent years the term sustainability has often been applied to this set of issues, 
although the scope and perspective varies (Litman and Burwell, 2006). At a minimum, 
sustainability implies that transport planning should favor resource efficiency and accept 
constraints as needed to minimize ecological risks. For example, at a minimum 
sustainability prohibits depletion of non-renewable resources (such as fossil fuels, air 
quality, clean water, productive farmlands and wildlife habitat) faster than reliable 
substitutes can be developed. Broader definitions of sustainability include a variety of 
economic, social and environmental issues, the achievement of which requires 
fundamental rethinking of common economics and planning practices, such as the 
assumption that increased material wealth necessarily provides increased social welfare, 
or that society should attempt to accommodate increased consumption and travel demand.  
 
This is not to suggest that sustainable transport planning is primarily theoretical or 
abstract. Sustainable transport planning is being widely applied by various organizations 
working in a various conditions, including different geographic scales (local, regional, 
national and global), and in both developed and developing countries (GTZ, 2003; 
OECD, 2003). Sustainable transportation planning can be considered simply a new name 
for comprehensive, long-term, integrated transport planning. 
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Energy and Environmental Issues 
This section describes specific energy and environmental issues, explores their transport impacts, 
and discusses possible policy and planning options to address them. 

Energy Supply and Price 
Transportation tends to be energy intensive (since it involves physical movement) and 
requires certain types of fuel (since most modes carry fuel on-board). As a result, 
transportation uses a major portion (28%) of total energy consumed in the U.S., and the 
majority (67%) of total petroleum consumed, as indicated in figures 1 and 2. 
 
Figure 1 U.S. Energy Consumption By Sector (Davis and Diegel, 2006, Table 2.1) 
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Transportation represents a major portion of total U.S. energy consumption. This portion has 
increased from about 25% in 1973 to 28% in 2005. 
 
 
Figure 2 U.S. Petroleum Consumption (Davis and Diegel, 2006, Table 1.12) 
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Transportation represents the majority of U.S. petroleum consumption, increasing from 52% in 1973 
to 67% in 2005, while domestic production declined from 11.3 MBPD in 1970 to 7.2 MBPD in 2004. 
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The United States has the highest rate of transport energy consumption among peer 
countries, as illustrated in Figure 3. U.S. residents consume an average of 2.18 tonnes of 
oil equivalent annually, much more than that of other wealthy countries such as Australia 
(1.47), Canada (1.72), Germany (0.78), Sweden (0.94) and the United Kingdom (0.90).  
 
Figure 3 Per Capita Energy Consumption (OECD, 2005) 
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The United States has the highest rate of transportation energy consumption among peer countries. 
 
 
This high rate of transport energy consumption results from a combination of high per 
capita vehicle travel (Figure 4) and less fuel efficient vehicles, which can be explained by 
relatively low U.S. fuel taxes and prices. Although people sometimes argue that this 
reflects the country’s relatively low population density and dispersion, 80% of U.S. 
residents live in urban areas. It is the relatively low density of these cities and their 
automobile dependency that causes high rates of per capita vehicle travel. 
 
Figure 4 Annual Vehicle Travel (OECD, 2005) 
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The United States has the highest rate of per capita vehicle travel among peer countries. 
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Figure 5 Projected Petroleum Production (www.peakoil.ie) 

 
This figure shows past and projected world petroleum production, sometimes called the Hubbert Curve. 
(GBOE = Gigabarrels of Oil Equivalent) 
 
 
There is growing discussion of the problems that will result from depletion of 
inexpensive energy supplies, often referred to as peak oil, as illustrated in Figure 5. This 
was highlighted by fuel price increases since 2002, after nearly two decades of declining 
real (inflation-adjusted) fuel prices, as illustrated in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6  U.S. Fuel and Fuel Tax Costs (VTPI, 2005) 
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This figure shows inflation-adjusted fuel prices and taxes per gallon between 1960 and 2005.  
 
 
Higher crude prices and declining domestic production will increase costs and risks to the 
U.S. economy, particularly if production becomes concentrated into politically volatile 
regions, which could result in more frequent shortages and price spikes (if production is 
disrupted), and more political confrontations to maintain control over supplies. The 
general term for this issue is energy security. 
 

 

http://www.peakoil.ie/
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Figure 7  Crude Oil Prices (Davis and Diegel, 2006, Table 10.3) 
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This figure shows inflation-adjusted crude oil prices per barrel between 1978 and 2006.  
 
 
Although crude prices increased significantly in recent years, they are still lower in real 
terms than historic peaks (Figure 7). The economic risks of future crude oil price 
increases are mitigated by the following factors: 

• Crude represents only about half fuel retail prices (Figure 8), so doubling crude prices 
only increases retail prices about a third. A barrel of oil is 42 gallons, so $42 per barrel 
represents about $1.00 per gallon and $63 per barrel represents $1.50 per gallon. 

 
Figure 8  Fuel Cost Distribution (EIA, 2006) 

 
Crude represents about half of furl retail prices, so a 10% increase in crude oil costs increases 
retail prices only about 5%. 

 
 

• The U.S. vehicle fleet is significantly more fuel efficient than it was during previous fuel 
price spikes (Figure 9), so costs per vehicle-mile are lower than in the past. 
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Figure 9  Average Fuel Efficiency (Davis and Diegel, 2006, Table 4.1 & 4.2) 
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Average vehicle fuel efficiency increased significantly between 1970 and 2004.  
 

• Fuel efficiency could increase significantly. Commercially available vehicles that meet 
most travel needs are 2-3 times more efficient than the current fleet average.  

 
Figure 10  2005 Toyota Prius 

Commercially available vehicles such 
as the 2005 Toyota Prius (60/51 mpg 
City/Highway) achieve two to three 
times current vehicle fleet fuel 
efficiency. By shifting to such vehicles 
motorists could continue their current 
mileage within their current fuel 
budgets even if fuel prices double or 
triple. 

 

• Fuel costs have declined as a portion of consumer budgets and the U.S. economy, so fuel 
price increases have smaller negative impact on economic activity than in the past. Many 
countries with higher fuel prices and dependency on imported energy are economically 
successful, indicating that high fuel costs need not constrain economic development. 

• As prices for conventional fuels increase, alternative fuels (tar sands, oil shales, coal 
liquification, biofuels [ethanol and biodiesel], and electricity-produced hydrogen) become 
economically competitive (Alternative Fuels Data Center, www.eere.energy.gov/afdc). 
Various studies indicate that some alternative fuels become cost effective when long-term 
crude prices exceed $50-70 per barrel, although production costs and capacity are 
uncertain, particularly because most cost projections are made by people with financial 
interests in these industries. Despite uncertainties, it is likely that alternative fuels could 
maintain crude oil prices well below $100 per barrel for many decades.  

However, virtually all alternative fuels impose significant economic and environmental 
costs. Tar sands, oil shales and coal liquification increase air pollution and greenhouse 
gas emissions per unit of energy, and cause landscape disruption. Biofuels increase 
agricultural impacts and displace food production. Hydrogen production requires 
electrical energy, which currently involves nuclear, natural gas or coal power. 

 

 

http://www.eere.energy.gov/afdc
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Impacts on Transport 
This analysis suggests that fuel prices are likely to increase somewhat in the future, and 
occasional shortages may cause price spikes, but large, durable increases are unlikely to 
occur within the next half century. Crude prices will probably range between $50 and $80 
per barrel, resulting in retail prices between $2.50 and $4.00 per gallon (in current 
dollars). Larger price increases may occur if alternative fuel production is significantly 
constrained to meet environmental objectives, if taxes are increased to encourage 
conservation, or if fuel imports are constrained to support macro-economic objectives or 
by international conflicts.  
 
Consumers can respond to higher fuel prices in various ways: they can continue current 
mileage and spend more of their budgets on fuel, they can reduce annual mileage, or they 
can choose more fuel efficient vehicles. Mileage reductions and increased vehicle fuel 
efficiency impacts tend to increase over time, as more durable decisions (vehicle 
purchases, location decisions, and community planning decisions) are affected.  
 
Various studies estimate the price elasticity of gasoline to be about -0.2 in the short run 
and -0.7 in the long run, meaning that a 10% price rise reduces fuel consumption 2% 
during the first two years and 7% over a five to ten year period. The elasticity of vehicle 
travel with respect to fuel price is typically found to be about –0.1 in the short run and      
–0.3 over the long run, meaning that a 10% price rise reduces mileage by 1% during the 
first two years, and 3% over a five to ten year period (“Transportation Elasticities,” 
VTPI, 2006). Some recent analysis indicates that the short-run price elasticity of fuel may 
have declined, perhaps reflecting more automobile-dependent land use patterns and 
lifestyles, which leave less travel flexibility, along with rising incomes which leave 
consumers with more money to spend on fuel (Hughes, Knittel and Sperling, 2006).  
 
This suggests that expected fuel price increases may marginally reduce growth in fuel 
demand and vehicle travel compared with what would otherwise occur, but the effects are 
likely to be modest. Motorists will probably respond primarily by choosing more fuel 
efficient vehicles rather than significantly reducing travel.  
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Climate Change 
Climate change (also called global warming and the greenhouse effect) refers to climatic 
changes from the release of gases (called greenhouse gases or GHGs) that increase 
atmospheric solar heat gain. Although a few critics claim that this is still unproven or that 
benefits offset costs (see for example the Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and 
Global Change at www.co2science.org), most major scientific organizations now 
consider climate change a significant risk. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (www.ipcc.ch), which consists of hundreds of scientists, concluded, “The 
balance of evidence suggests a discernible human influence on global climate” that can 
impose a variety of costs on society. Similarly, the American Geophysical Union 
(www.agu.org) concluded that, “the present level of scientific uncertainty does not justify 
inaction in the mitigation of human-induced climate change and/or the adaptation to it.”  
 
Various gases contribute to the greenhouse effect, as indicated in Table 2. Although other 
gases have greater potencies, carbon dioxide is the largest single climate change 
contributor. Motor vehicle use tends to release many of these gases, causing about a third 
of anthropogenic (human caused) emissions. Some research suggests that jet travel has 
particularly large impacts because emissions occur at high altitudes.  
 
Table 2 Carbon Dioxide Equivalences (Grams Per Liter) (FHIO, 2003) 

Fuel Type CO2 CH4 NO2 Total CO2 Equivalent 
CO2 Equivalent 1 21 310  
Gasoline 2,360 0.2273 0.3358 2,469
Diesel 2,730 0.0605 0.2 2,793
Ethanol 10 2,124 0.2273 0.3358 2,233
Ethanol 85 531 0.2273 0.358 640
Conventional Aircraft Fuel 2,330 2.19 0.23 2,447
Jet Fuel 2,550 0.08 0.25 2,629
This table indicates the CO2 equivalents of various transportation fuels.  
 
 
Although there appears to be growing worldwide agreement that greenhouse gas 
reductions are desirable, there is considerable debate over the urgency and best methods 
for doing this. Most industrialized countries have committed to the Kyoto Protocol which 
has specific emission reduction targets, but the U.S., Australia and many developing 
countries have not. The U.S. is currently implementing voluntary emission reductions. 
 
Impacts on Transport 
Because most GHG emissions result from fuel consumption, emission reduction efforts 
are generally interchangeable with energy conservation efforts, sometimes with extra 
effort to reduce extra potent GHGs such as methane, NO2 and CHCs. Meeting Kyoto 
requires reducing GHG emissions 9% below 1990 levels by 2010, or about 30% below 
projected levels. Transport’s share of this reduction could be achieved by increasing 
average fleet fuel efficiency from about 20 to 29 mpg, reducing average annual per capita 
vehicle travel from 23,000 to 16,000 km, or a combination of these approaches.  
 
 

 

http://www.co2science.org/
http://www.ipcc.ch/
http://www.agu.org/sci_soc/policy/climate_change.html)
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Policy and Planning Options 
That petroleum consumption is increasing while U.S. production is declining and 
worldwide supplies are being depleted, and energy consumption imposes environmental 
risks, presents several problems. How these problems are defined affects the types of 
solutions that are proposed, as summarized in the table below. In particular, efforts to 
address consumer concerns about rising fuel prices by minimizing taxes and providing 
direct and indirect subsidies (including subsidies for alternative fuel production) 
contradict efforts to encourage energy conservation, since higher prices encourage 
consumers to make decisions that conserve energy, particularly over the long-term.  
 
Table 3 Energy Problem Definitions and Solutions (Desirable:   Undesirable: ) 

Problem Definition Subsidize 
Fuel 

Alternative 
Fuels* 

Raise Fuel 
Efficiency 

Raise Fuel 
Prices 

Improve 
Transport Options

Rising fuel prices      
Energy import costs      
Resource depletion      
Climate change      
Other transport objectives**      
The “energy problem” can be defined in various ways, with different and sometimes conflicting solutions.  
* Includes tar sands, oil shales, coal liquification, biofuels, and electricity-produced hydrogen. 
** Includes reduced congestion, road and parking savings, traffic safety, and improved mobility for non-drivers. 
 
 
Considering just fuel prices and domestic fuel dependency, alternative fuel 
encouragement may seem attractive, but most of these fuels, particularly the lowest cost 
options such as tar sands and oil shales, are environmentally harmful. With current 
technology, even biofuels and hydrogen have negative overall environmental impacts. 
 
Raising vehicle fuel efficiency, such as through CAFE standards, can help achieve all 
energy objectives. However, by forcing motorists to choose more fuel efficient vehicles 
than they would otherwise, which reduces per-mile vehicle operating costs and so 
increases per-vehicle annual mileage, this exacerbates other transportation problems such 
as traffic congestion, road and parking costs and accidents (Litman, 2005).  
 
Considering all transportation planning objectives, a combination of increased fuel prices 
and improved transportation options provides the greatest overall benefits. Although the 
analysis described earlier indicates that higher fuel prices will have only modest impacts 
on most consumers, since they can respond by purchasing more efficient vehicles and 
reducing their annual mileage to what was considered normal a few decades ago, it will 
impose significant costs on some individuals and businesses, including lower-income 
households with automobile-dependent lifestyles that drive fuel inefficient vehicles.  
 
Table 4 and Figure 11 summarize household transport expenditures by income quintile (fifth 
of total households). The lowest income households devoted 4.6% of total expenditures to 
fuel and oil, only slightly higher than the 4.3% of all households, and devoted significantly 
less than average to transportation overall (14.3% compared with 18%). 
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Table 4 2004 Consumer Transportation Expenditures (BLS, 2005) 
 Income Quintile 
 Total First Second Third Fourth Fifth 

Household Statistics 
Expenditures $46,409 $19,120 $28,921 $39,098 $54,354 $90,469
People 2.5 1.7 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.2
Vehicles 2.0 0.9 1.5 2.0 2.5 2.9
At least one vehicle owned or leased 88% 65% 86% 94% 97% 98%
Per capita annual vehicle mileage 8,388 5,404 7,031 8,321  9,045  10,358 

Annual Expenditures 
Vehicle purchases $3,544 $878 $2,116 $3,000 $4,611 $7,107
Gasoline and motor oil $2,013 $882 $1,485 $1,997 $2,518 $3,182
Other vehicle expenses $2,339 $845 $1,514 $2,146 $2,928 $4,257
Total vehicle expenses $7,896 $2,605 $5,115 $7,143 $10,057 $14,546
Public transportation (transit, rail, air) $448 $137 $215 $294 $446 $1,145
Total Transportation $8,344 $2,742 $5,330 $7,437 $10,503 $15,691

Percent Expenditures by All Households 
Vehicle purchases 7.6% 4.6% 7.3% 7.7% 8.5% 7.9%
Gasoline and motor oil 4.3% 4.6% 5.1% 5.1% 4.6% 3.5%
Other vehicle expenses 6.0% 5.1% 6.0% 6.4% 6.3% 5.9%
Total vehicle expenses 17.0% 13.6% 17.7% 18.3% 18.5% 16.1%
Public transportation (transit, rail, air) 1.0% 0.7% 0.7% 0.8% 0.8% 1.3%
Total Transportation 18.0% 14.3% 18.4% 19.0% 19.3% 17.3%

Percent Expenditures By Vehicle-Owning Households 
Vehicle purchases 8.7% 7.1% 8.5% 8.2% 8.7% 8.0%
Gasoline and motor oil 4.9% 7.1% 6.0% 5.4% 4.8% 3.6%
Other vehicle expenses 5.7% 6.8% 6.1% 5.8% 5.6% 4.8%
Total vehicle expenses 19.3% 21.0% 20.6% 19.4% 19.1% 16.4%
Public transportation (transit, rail, air) 1.1% 1.1% 0.9% 0.8% 0.8% 1.3%
Total Transportation 20.4% 22.1% 21.4% 20.2% 19.9% 17.7%

Overall, lower-income (first quintile) households spend about an average percentage on vehicle 
fuel, but considering just vehicle-owning households fuel expenditures are regressive. 
 
 
Figure 11  Household Spending Devoted to Fuel (BLS, 2005) 
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Lower-income vehicle-owning households spend a proportionately large amount of money on fuel. 
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However, the low fuel expenditures by first quintile households can be explained by the 
fact that 35% of them own no vehicle, compared with 12% of households overall. If all 
fuel costs are assigned to vehicle-owing households, fuel expenditures are regressive with 
respect to income, representing 7.1% of expenditures by low-income households 
compared with 4.9% overall, and decreasing steadily with income (Figure 11).  
 
This indicates the difficulties automobile dependency causes lower-income households, 
specifically the tendency of more affordable housing to be located in less accessible  
(CTOD and CNT, 2006; Lipman, 2006). Figure 11 illustrates how lower-income 
household’s transportation costs tend to increase with distance from urban centers. If 
consumers have viable transport and housing location options they can make efficient 
tradeoffs in response to higher fuel prices, such as shifting some trips to alternation 
modes and choosing more accessible home locations, but if poor people have limited 
transport and location options they will suffer more from higher fuel prices.  
 
Figure 11 Share of Income Spent On Transportation And Housing (Lipman, 2006) 

 
Lower-income households in less accessible locations devote a large share of income to transport. 
 
 
Negative impacts can be minimized if fuel price increases are gradual and predictable, 
and if matched by policies to improve efficient and affordable transport options, such as: 

• Increased availability and affordability of fuel-efficient vehicles. Lower-income 
households primarily purchase used vehicles, typically at least five years old. This may 
justify efforts to encourage purchase of more fuel efficient new vehicles now, to insure 
that more efficient vehicles are available in the future, when fuel costs are higher. 

• Improved walking and cycling conditions, ridesharing and pubic transit services, 
telecommunications and delivery services. 

• More location-efficient land use development, so more affordable housing is located in 
accessible, multi-modal areas where residents do not need to drive high mileage. 
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Air Pollution 
Motor vehicle travel tends to release a variety of conventional air pollutants, as well as 
GHGs, as summarized in Table 5. Mobile sources contribute a major share of emissions 
of many of these pollutants. 
 
Table 5 Vehicle Pollution Emissions (Litman, 2006a, based on various sources) 

Emission Description Sources Harmful Effects Scale 
Carbon dioxide (CO2) A product of combustion. Fuel production and 

tailpipes. 
Climate change Global 

Carbon monoxide (CO) A toxic gas caused by 
incomplete combustion.  

Tailpipes Human health, climate 
change 

Very local 

CFCs and HCFC A class of durable chemicals. Air conditioners and 
industrial activities. 

Ozone depletion, climate 
change 

Global 

Fine particulates (PM10; 
PM2.5) 

Inhaleable particles consisting 
of bits of fuel and carbon. 

Diesel veh. tailpipes 
and other sources. 

Human health, 
aesthetics. 

Local and 
Regional 

Lead Element used in older fuel 
additives. 

Fuel additives and 
batteries. 

Human health, 
ecological damages 

Local 

Methane (CH4) A flammable gas. Fuel production and 
tailpipes. 

Climate change Global 

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
and nitrous oxide (N2O). 

Various compounds, some are 
toxic, all contribute to ozone. 

Tailpipes. Human health, ozone, 
ecological damage. 

Local and 
Regional 

Ozone (O2) Major urban air pollutant 
caused by NOx and VOCs 
combined in sunlight. 

NOx and VOC Human health, plants, 
aesthetics. 

Regional 

Road dust (non-tailpipe 
particulates) 

Dust particles created by 
vehicle movement. 

Vehicle use, brake 
linings, tire wear. 

Human health, 
aesthetics. 

Local 

Sulfur oxides (SOx) Lung irritant and acid rain. Diesel vehicle 
tailpipes. 

Human health and 
ecological damage 

Local and 
Regional 

VOC (volatile organic 
hydrocarbons) 

Various gases, sometimes 
labeled hydrocarbons (HC).  

Fuel production, 
storage & tailpipes. 

Human health, ozone 
precursor. 

Local and 
Regional 

Toxics (e.g. benzene) Toxic and carcinogenic VOCs. Fuel production and 
tailpipes. 

Human health risks Very local 

This table summarizes various types of motor vehicle pollution emissions and their impacts. 
 
 
Mobile emission reduction efforts can be considered a qualified success. They are 
successful to the degree that technological interventions (often spurred by regulations or 
financial incentives) substantially reduced per vehicle-mile emission rates of many 
pollutants. This success is qualified by the fact that some pollutants are not easily reduced 
by technology (CO2 and particulates), emission tests often underestimate actual emission 
rates, many vehicles have faulty emission control equipment, and reduced emission rates 
have been partly offset by increased mileage. Because the most cost effective emission 
reduction strategies have been implemented, future pollution reductions may require new 
approaches, including more emphasis on reducing total vehicle travel. 
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Impacts on Transport 
It is uncertain to what degree conventional air pollution emission reduction efforts will 
affect transport. Public health and environmental advocates support further action, 
although many policy makers consider existing programs sufficient. Conventional air 
pollution emission reduction objectives may provide additional justification for policies 
that encourage alternative fuels, energy conservation and motor vehicle travel reductions. 
 

Noise Pollution 
Noise refers to unwanted sounds and vibrations. Motor vehicles cause various types of 
noise, includes engine acceleration, tire/road contact, braking, horns and alarms. Several 
factors affect traffic noise costs: 

• Type of vehicle. Motorcycles, heavy vehicles (trucks and buses), and vehicles with faulty 
exhaust systems tend to produce high noise levels. 

• Traffic speed, stops and inclines. Higher speeds and accelerations tend to produce more noise.  

• Pavement condition and type. Rougher surfaces tend to produce more tire noise, and certain 
pavement types emit less noise.  

• Barriers and distance. Walls and other structures, trees, hills, distance and sound-resistant 
buildings (e.g., double-paned windows) tend to reduce noise impacts. 

 
 
Impacts on Transport 
Noise is a significant environmental impact of transportation, particularly in urban areas, 
and often contributes to objections to new or expanded transport facilities. Transport 
agencies are often required to implement noise mitigation policies and programs, 
including traffic speed and volume reductions, controls on specific types of traffic (such 
as trucks and buses), and noise barriers. Conversely, traffic noise creates an incentive for 
more dispersed development, contributing to movement to suburbs and rural areas.  
 

Water Pollution, Hazardous Materials and Contaminated Properties 
Water pollution refers to harmful liquids released into the environment. Motor vehicles, 
roads and parking facilities are a major source of water pollution, due to crankcase oil 
trips and disposal, road de-icing (salts), herbicide use, fuel storage tanks and air pollution 
settlement. Transport activities sometimes release hazardous materials (through leakages 
and accidents). Transport agencies often own or manage contaminated properties, such 
as old equipment repair facilities, storage tanks and garbage dumps inherited from 
previous periods and owners.  
 
Impacts on Transport 
Although water pollution, hazardous materials and contaminated properties are concerns 
for transport planners and agencies, their management has improved significantly in 
recent years, reducing releases of harmful materials and improving administration of 
contaminated properties. 
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Land Use Impacts 
Land use (also called development, community design, urban form, spatial planning, and 
urban geography) refers how the earth’s surface is used. Transportation planning 
decisions influence land use directly, by affecting the amount of land used for transport 
facilities, and indirectly by affecting land use accessibility and therefore development 
location and design, as indicated in Table 6.  
 
Table 6 Examples of Transportation Planning Land Use Impacts (Litman, 2004) 

Planning Decision Direct Impacts Indirect Impacts 

Increased parking supply. Increases pavement area.  Reduces density and encourages 
urban fringe development. 

Expanded urban roads. Increases pavement area. Degrades 
urban landscapes. 

Encourages urban fringe 
development. 

Transit improvements. May require new facilities (rail 
lines, busways, stations, etc.) 

Makes urban areas more accessible 
and attractive. 

Road pricing. Reduces need to expand roads and 
parking facilities. 

Mixed, depending on overall effects 
on accessibility and livability. 

This table describes examples of transportation land use impacts. 
 
 
For example, expanding urban highways encourages more dispersed, automobile-oriented 
development (called sprawl), while public transit improvements encourage more 
compact, infill development (called smart growth), as indicated in Table 7. 
 
Table 7 Comparing Sprawl and Smart Growth (Litman, 2004; Galster, et al, 2001) 

Attribute Sprawl Smart Growth 

Density Lower-density Higher-density. 

Growth pattern Urban periphery (greenfield) development. Infill (brownfield) development. 

Activity 
Location 

Commercial and institutional activities are 
dispersed. 

Commercial and institutional activities are 
concentrated into centers and downtowns. 

Land use mix Homogeneous land uses. Mixed land use. 

Scale Large scale. Larger buildings, blocks, wide 
roads. Less detail. 

Human scale. Smaller buildings, blocks and 
roads, care to design details for pedestrians. 

Transportation Automobile-oriented transportation, poorly 
suited for walking, cycling and transit. 

Multi-modal transportation that support 
walking, cycling and public transit use. 

Street design Streets designed to maximize motor vehicle 
traffic volume and speed. 

Streets designed to accommodate a variety of 
activities. Traffic calming. 

Planning 
process 

Unplanned, with little coordination between 
jurisdictions and stakeholders. 

Planned and coordinated between jurisdictions 
and stakeholders. 

Public space Emphasis on the private realm (yards, shopping 
malls, gated communities, private clubs). 

Emphasis on the public realm (streetscapes, 
walking environment, public parks). 

This table compares Sprawl and Smart Growth land use patterns. 
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There are growing debates about the problems of sprawl and benefits of Smart Growth. 
During the last century, many transport and land use planning practices encouraged 
increased automobile dependency and sprawl, as illustrated in Figure 12. This was 
generally unintended. For example, when deciding how much parking to require for a 
particular type of land use, traffic engineers were probably not thinking about the 
additional sprawl that would result from a more generous standard, they simply wanted to 
insure motorist convenience.  
 
Figure 12    Cycle of Automobile Dependency and Sprawl 

 
This figure illustrates the self-reinforcing cycle of increased automobile dependency and sprawl. 
 
 
Table 8 lists various types of impacts to consider.  
 
Table 8 Transport Land Use Impacts 

Economic Social Environmental 

Value of land devoted to 
transportation facilities 

Land use accessibility 

Transportation costs 

Property values 

Crash damages 

Costs to provide public services 

Economic development 

Stormwater management costs 

Equity and opportunity 

Community cohesion 

Housing affordability 

Cultural resources  

Public fitness and health 

Aesthetic impacts 

Greenspace and wildlife habitat 

Hydrologic impacts 

Heat island effects 

Energy consumption 

Pollution emissions 

 

This table lists various types of land use impacts that may be affected by transport planning decisions.  
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An extensive body of literature (sometimes called “cost of sprawl” research) evaluates 
these various impacts, and in many cases identifies significant social costs associated 
with sprawl and benefits associated with smart growth. For example: 

• More dispersed, automobile-dependent land use reduces accessibility (people’s ability to 
reach desired goods, services and activities), which increases per capita vehicle travel and 
therefore roadway costs, consumer costs, accidents, energy consumption and pollution. 
Economically, physically and socially disadvantaged people tend to be particularly 
harmed, because their ability to drive is often limited. 

• More dispersed development tends to increase costs of providing public services such as 
roads, utilities, garbage collection, emergency services, and school transport. Although 
rural residents previously accepted lower public service standards, sprawl often attracts 
residents who expect urban-quality services in dispersed locations. 

• Smart growth includes features that increasing housing diversity and affordability, 
including more housing types (small-lot single-family, townhouses, condominiums, 
apartments, etc.), reduced parking requirements, and financial savings for infill 
development (such as location-based development and utility fees).  

• To the degree that smart growth improves walking conditions and encourages more 
walking and cycling it tends to increase community cohesion (positive interactions among 
neighbors) and physical fitness.  

• Increased pavement tends to disturb hydrologic (surface and groundwater flow) patterns, 
increasing stormwater management costs and reducing groundwater recharge. It also 
tends to increase the heat island effects, higher ambient temperatures in urban areas. 
Sprawl tends to increase per capita land development, and often displaces more 
ecologically productive land uses such as farming, parks and wildlife habitat.  

• Certain types of economic activities (those that require numerous interactions) are more 
efficient if located in compact, mixed, walkable areas (downtowns, commercial centers, 
campuses, etc.), increasing economic efficiency and productivity. 

 
 
There is growing agreement among various planning professions that sprawl imposes 
significant economic, social and environmental social costs, motivating many 
professional organizations, jurisdictions and agencies have adopted smart growth 
planning objectives. This is not to suggest that sprawl provides no benefits. However, 
most of its benefits are internal, enjoyed by individuals who choose more dispersed 
locations, while many costs are external. As a result, society tends to benefit overall from 
smart growth, and market reforms are justified to test consumers’ true willingness to pay 
for sprawled location. 
 
Impacts on Transport 
Land use patterns affect transport activity (Frank, Kavage and Litman, 2006). People who 
live and work in automobile-dependent areas tend to drive significantly more miles, 
spend significantly more on transport, and use alternative modes less than they would in 
more compact, mixed, multi-modal communities (Table 9; figures 13 and 14). Because 
land use patterns are durable, current land use policies significantly affect future travel 
patterns and transport costs, and can lock in higher future costs. 
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Table 9 Land Use Impacts on Travel (Litman, 2006b) 
Factor Definition Travel Impacts 

Density  People or jobs per unit of land 
area (acre or hectare). 

Increased density reduces vehicle travel. A10% increase in 
urban densities typically reduces per capita VMT by 1-3%. 

Mix  Degree that related land uses 
(housing, commercial, 
institutional) are located close 
together. 

Increased land use mix tends to reduce per capita vehicle 
travel, and increase use of alternative modes, particularly 
walking for errands. Neighborhoods with good land use mix 
typically have 5-15% lower vehicle-miles. 

Regional 
accessibility 

Location of development relative 
to regional urban center.  

Residents of more central neighborhoods typically drive 10-
30% fewer vehicle-miles than urban fringe residents. 

Centeredness  Portion of commercial, 
employment, and other activities 
in major activity centers. 

Centeredness increases use of alternative modes. Typically 
30-60% of commuters at major centers use alternative 
modes, compared with 5-15% at dispersed locations. 

Network 
Connectivity  

Degree that roads and paths allow 
direct travel to destinations. 

Improved roadway connectivity can reduce vehicle mileage, 
and improved walkway connectivity increase walking.  

Roadway design 
and management  

Scale, design and management of 
streets. 

More multi-modal streets increase use of alternative modes.  

Walking and 
cycling 
conditions 

Quantity, quality and security of 
sidewalks, crosswalks, paths, and 
bike lanes.  

Residents of more walkable communities typically walk 2-4 
times as much and drive 5-15% less than if they lived in 
more automobile-dependent communities. 

Transit quality 
and accessibility  

Quality of transit service and 
degree to which destinations are 
transit accessible. 

Transit oriented area residents tend to own 10-30% fewer 
vehicles, drive 10-30% fewer miles, and use alternative 
modes 2-10 times more than auto-oriented area residents. 

Parking supply 
and management 

Number of parking spaces per 
building unit or acre, and how 
parking is managed. 

Reduced supply, higher prices and other management 
strategies significantly reduce vehicle ownership and use. 
Cost-recovery prices typically reduce vehicle trips 10-30%. 

This table describes various land use factors that can affect travel behavior and population health. 
 
  
Figure 13 Urbanization Impact On Mode 
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As an area becomes more urbanized the portion 
of trips made by transit and walking increases. 

Figure 14 Household Travel (Friedman, Gordon 
Peers, 1995) 
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Vehicle trips per household are significantly lower in 
neotraditional neighborhoods. 
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Equity  
Equity refers to the distribution of impacts (benefits and costs) and the degree to which 
that is considered fair. Equity issues are often included in environmental planning, 
sometimes under the term environmental justice. There are three general categories of 
equity related to transport: 

1. Horizontal Equity (also called fairness) is concerned with whether each individual or 
group is treated equally, assuming that they have similar needs and abilities. It suggests 
that people with comparable incomes and needs should receive equal shares of public 
resources and bear equal cost burdens.  

2. Vertical Equity With Regard to Income considers the allocation of impacts between 
income classes, assuming that public policies should favor economically disadvantaged 
people. Policies that favor lower-income groups are called progressive, while those that 
make lower-income people relatively worse off are called regressive. 

3. Vertical Equity With Regard to Mobility Need and Ability considers whether a transport 
system provides adequate service to people who have special needs (they are 
transportation disadvantaged). It justifies facility design features and programs that 
provide basic mobility to transportation disadvantaged people. 

 
 
Conventional transport planning tends to focus on certain equity impacts, such as the 
geographic distribution of roadway projects and transport tax burdens, but ignores others 
such as the portion of transport funding devoted to nonmotorized modes and the equity of 
parking cost burdens. As more diverse and sophisticated stakeholders become involved in 
transport planning the range of equity issues and quality of analysis will probably 
increase. Table 10 lists transport equity evaluation variables. 
 
Table 10 Equity Evaluation Variables 

Types of Equity Categories Impacts 

• Horizontal 
• Vertical with-respect-

to income and social 
class. 

• Vertical with-respect-
to need and ability. 

• Demographics (age, gender, income, etc.) 
• Geographic location. 
• Ability (people with disabilities, etc.). 
• Mode (walkers, motorists, bus users, etc.). 
• Vehicle type (cars, trucks, buses, etc.). 
• Industry (freight, transit, taxis, etc.). 
• Trip type and value. 

• Price and fare structure. 
• Tax burdens. 
• Transport service quality. 
• External costs (crash risk, 

congestion, pollution, etc.). 
• Economic development 

(employment and business 
opportunities). 

This table identifies factors to consider in transport equity analysis. 
 
 
Impacts on Transport 
Equity issues are likely to become increasingly important in transport planning. In 
particular, there may be increased consideration of how policies and programs affect 
disadvantaged people’s service quality and opportunities. The scope of equity issues and 
sophistication of analysis are likely to increase. 
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Summary of Issues and Options 
Table 11 lists various energy and environmental issues related to transportation (the table 
lists ten major categories, and most have several subcategories, indicating there are 
dozens of potential issues), and options for addressing related problems. 
 
Table 11 Energy and Environmental Issues and Options 

Impact Options 
Energy costs (to users) Subsidize energy production and minimize fuel taxes 

Encourage increased vehicle efficiency 
Improve transport options 
Smart growth policies 

Energy dependency and security Increase fuel taxes 
Subsidize domestic production (including alternative fuels) 
Encourage or mandate increased vehicle efficiency 
Improve transport options and incentives to reduce driving 
Smart growth policies 

Energy environmental impacts, 
including greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions 

Increase fuel taxes 
Encourage or mandate increased vehicle efficiency 
Improve transport options and incentives to reduce driving 
Smart growth policies 

Air pollution Mandate vehicle emission reductions 
Improve transport options and incentives to reduce driving 
Smart growth policies 

Noise Mandate quieter vehicles 
Improve transport options (particularly nonmotorized modes) 
Reduce neighborhood traffic volumes and speeds 
Noise barriers 

Water pollution/hazardous materials Promote and mandate better waste management 
Improve transport options and incentives to reduce vehicle ownership 
and use 

Sprawl (reduced land use accessibility, 
increased impervious surface) 

Smart growth policies 
Parking management 
Improve transport options and incentives to reduce driving 

Community cohesion Smart growth policies 
Improve walking conditions and the public realm 

Equity/social inclusion Improve transport options 
Improve walking conditions and the public realm 
Location-efficient development 
Pricing reforms (e.g. parking cash out, distance-based vehicle fees, 
targeted transit service discounts) 

Public fitness and health Smart growth policies 
Improve walking conditions and the public realm 
Improve transport options and incentives to reduce driving 

This table lists energy and environmental issues described in this paper and possible 
management options for reducing their negative impacts. 
 
 
Many of these are “new” issues, previously given little consideration in transport 
planning (they were not generally included in transport engineering and planning 
curriculum, assigned specific responsibility within transport agencies, or given specific 
analysis in funding or planning processes), as illustrated in Table 12. 
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Table 12 Transport Planning Issues 
Older Issues Newer Issues 

Traffic congestion 
Parking problems 
Roadway design, construction and maintenance 
Transportation finance 
Accidents (measured per vehicle-mile) 
Air pollution (measured per vehicle-mile) 
Transit operations 

Roadway operations 
Multi-modal transport planning 
Nonmotorized transport planning 
Mobility management (TDM) 
Parking management 
Pricing reforms 
Comprehensive health and safety risks 
Comprehensive environmental impacts 
Land use impacts (sprawl/smart growth) 
Access management 
Stakeholder and community involvement 
Traffic calming, road diets and streetscape redesign 
Community livability and cohesion 
Social inclusion/equity impacts 
Security and emergency management 

The scope of transport planning tends to expand over time as new issues are added. This expansion 
can be challenging, but offers job security to planners who learn to deal with new issues. 
 
 
How these issues are defined affects the solutions that will be considered and selected. 
For example, defining energy problems in terms of rising consumer fuel prices can justify 
fuel production subsidies and minimal fuel taxes. However, if the problem is defined as 
depletion of non-renewable resources or the economic and environmental externalities of 
fuel consumption can justify higher fuel prices and incentives to conserve energy. 
 
Better tools are now available for evaluating and mitigating these impacts. However, it 
would be wrong to say that these problems are being solved. For example, energy 
problems are likely to increase significantly during the next century, and many of the 
proposed solutions create new problems. Similarly, although some pollutant emissions 
have declined significantly (lead, SO2, CO), others have not (NOx, road dust, noise), and 
public concerns over pollution health risks have increased. Many negative impacts 
associated with sprawl and automobile dependency (facility costs, impervious surface 
coverage, reduced community livability and cohesion, reduced mobility options) continue 
to increase. Since many of the easiest solutions have already been implemented, further 
improvements will require new approaches. 
 
Cost effective solutions are available to many transportation problems, but they require a 
paradigm shift: changing the way we define transport problems and evaluate solutions. 
Current planning practices tend to be reductionist; individual problems are assigned to 
specific professions and agencies with narrowly-defined responsibilities. For example, 
transport agencies focus on congestion reduction, public health agencies encourage 
physical fitness, and environmental agencies work to reduce pollution emissions and 
habitat losses. Reductionist planning can result in agencies implementing solutions to 
problems within their mandate that actually exacerbate other problems facing society, and 
they tend to undervalue solutions that provide more modest but multiple benefits.  
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Comprehensive Solutions 
Sustainable development balances various economic, social and environmental 
objectives. Sustainable transport planning requires comprehensive analysis that allows 
decision-makers to identify win-win solutions, that is, solutions to one problem that help 
solve other problems facing society, such as congestion reduction strategies that also help 
reduce consumer costs, reduce energy consumption, and improve mobility options for 
non-drivers (Tables 13 and 14). This helps determine the options that provide the greatest 
overall benefits and builds partnerships among different organizations and interests.  
 
Table 13 Win-Win Transportation Solutions (“Win-Win Solutions,” VTPI, 2006) 

Name Description Transport Impacts 

Planning Reforms More comprehensive and neutral 
planning and investment practices. 

Increases support for alternative modes and 
mobility management, improving options. 

Pay-As-You-Drive 
(PAYD) Pricing 

Converts fixed vehicle charges into 
mileage-based fees. 

Reduces vehicle mileage. 

Parking Cash-Out Offers commuters financial incentives for 
using alternative modes. 

Encourages use of alternative commute 
modes. 

Parking Pricing Charges users directly for parking facility 
use, often with variable rates. 

Reduces parking demand and facility costs, 
and encourages use of alternative modes. 

Road Pricing Charges users directly for road use, with 
rates that reflect costs imposed. 

Reduces vehicle mileage, particularly under 
congested conditions. 

Transportation Demand 
Management Programs 

Local and regional programs that support 
and courage use of alternative modes. 

Increased use of alternative modes. 

Transit and Rideshare 
Improvements 

Improves transit and rideshare services. Increases transit use, vanpooling and 
carpooling. 

Walking and Cycling 
Improvements 

Improves walking and cycling 
conditions. 

Encourages use of nonmotorized modes, 
and supports transit and smart growth. 

Smart Growth Policies More accessible, multi-modal land use 
development patterns. 

Reduces automobile use and trip distances, 
and increases use of alternative modes.  

Freight Transport 
Management 

Encourage businesses to use more 
efficient transportation options. 

Reduced truck transport. 

Carsharing Vehicle rental services that substitute for 
private automobile ownership. 

Reduced automobile ownership and use. 

Revenue-Neutral Tax 
Shifting 

Increases fuel taxes and other vehicle 
taxes. 

Reduces vehicle fuel consumption and 
mileage. 

There are various Win-Win Solutions, which encourage more efficient transportation. 
 
 
Table 14 indicates estimated vehicle travel reduction of these strategies. Each of these 
strategies has been successfully implemented, although no community has implemented 
all to the degree that is justified by economic principles.  
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Table 14 Travel Impacts (Win-Win Evaluation Spreadsheet, www.vtpi.org/win-win.xls) 
Name Potential Portion of Vehicle 

Travel Affected 
Typical Reductions Of 

Affected Travel 
Total 

Reductions 
Planning Reforms 100% 10-20% 10-20% 
Pay-As-You-Drive Pricing 80%. Private automobile travel. 10-12% 8-10% 
Parking Cash-Out 20%. Mainly commute travel. 10-30% 2-6% 
Parking Pricing 40%. Mainly urban travel. 10-20% 4-8% 
Road Pricing 30%. On new or congested roads. 10-20% 3-6% 
TDM Programs 40%. Mainly urban travel. 10-20% 4-8% 
Transit & Ridesharing 30%. Mainly urban travel. 10-30% 3-9% 
Walking & Cycling  20%. Shorter-distance trips. 10-30% 2-6% 
Smart Growth Reforms 40%. Mainly urban travel. 10-30% 4-12% 
Freight Transport Man. 10%. Freight and commercial travel. 5-20% 0.5-2% 
Carsharing 5%. Suitable households. 20-40% 1-2% 
Tax Shifting 100% 5-15% 5-15% 
This table indicates typical travel reductions by strategies implemented to the degree economically justified. 
 
 
Table 3 (earlier in this paper) illustrated how certain energy and environmental solutions 
conflict (such as minimizing fuel taxes to increase affordability tends to encourage 
purchase of fuel inefficient vehicles), while others are complementary (such as increasing 
transport options and price reforms). This analysis can be expanded to include more 
planning objectives, as illustrated in Table 15. It indicates that some transport improvement 
strategies (such as expanding roads or reducing fuel prices) help achieve certain planning 
objectives, but by increasing total vehicle travel they tend to contradict other objectives, 
while strategies that reduce total vehicle travel provide multiple benefits.  
 
Table 15 Evaluating Strategies (Desirable:   Undesirable: ) 

 
Planning Objectives 

Expand 
Facilities

Cheaper 
Fuels 

Raise Fuel 
Efficiency 

Pricing 
Reforms 

Improve 
Options 

Smart 
Growth 

Reduce congestion      /  
Road & parking cost savings       
Consumer cost savings /    /  /  /  
Reduce accidents       
Energy conservation       
GHG emission reductions       
Pollution reductions       
Reduce sprawl costs       
Mobility for non-drivers       
Increase physical activity       
Many commonly applied strategies (such as expanding facilities, reducing fuel costs and increased 
vehicle fuel efficiency) help achieve certain planning objectives, but by increasing total vehicle they 
contradict others. Strategies that reduce total vehicle travel help achieve multiple objectives. 
 
 
These negative impacts reflect rebound effects, the tendency of motorists to drive more 
miles if their costs per vehicle-mile (such as congestion delay or per-mile fuel costs), are 
reduced. Increased vehicle travel is called generated traffic when referring to the 
additional peak-period travel on a particular facility (including shifts in time and route) 
and induced travel when referring to absolute increases in vehicle mileage.  

 

http://www.vtpi.org/win-win.xls
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In general, reducing vehicle travel tends to reduce transport problems and help achieve 
various planning objectives, while increasing vehicle travel tends to increase problems 
and contradict planning objectives. To the degree that market distortions encourage motor 
vehicle travel they exacerbate these problems – and to the degree that market reforms can 
correct such distortions they can be considered win-win solutions. Table 16 summarizes 
market distortions that tend to increase vehicle travel, and reforms that help increase 
transport system efficiency and equity. These are often called mobility management or 
transportation demand management (TDM) because they affect travel behavior. 
 
Table 16 Market Distortions and Reforms 

Market Requirements Current Transport Markets Reforms 

Choice. Consumers need 
viable transportation and 
location options, and 
information about those 
options. 

Consumers often have poor 
alternatives to owning and 
driving an automobile, and 
living in automobile-dependent 
communities. 

Improve transportation options (user 
information, availability, service quality, 
affordability), including walking and cycling 
conditions, ridesharing and public transit, 
telework and delivery options. 

Cost-based pricing. Prices 
should reflect costs as much 
as possible, unless a subsidy 
is specifically justified. 

Motor vehicle travel is 
significantly underpriced, since 
many costs are either fixed or 
external. 

Parking pricing and cash-out, road pricing, 
distance-based vehicle registration and 
insurance fees, and pollution fees. 

Economic neutrality. Public 
policies (laws, taxes, 
subsidies, and investments) 
should apply equally to 
comparable goods and users. 

Tax policies, regulations and 
planning practices tend to favor 
automobile transport over 
demand management 
alternatives. 

Apply least-cost planning, so any transport 
service and mode can be funded whenever it is 
the most cost-effective way to improve 
transportation. Reform policies that 
inadvertently favor motorized travel. 

Land Use. Land use policies 
should not favor automobile 
oriented development. 

Zoning laws and utility fees tend 
to encourage lower-density, 
automobile-dependent land use. 

Implement smart growth and location-efficient 
policies to help create more accessible, mixed, 
multi-modal land use development patterns. 

Current transportation systems often violate market principles. Transportation and land use market 
reforms can help correct these distortions, helping reduce various transport problems. 
 
 
Individually these reforms may appear to have modest impacts, and so may not seem 
justified. For example, parking cash out (allowing people to choose cash instead of a 
parking subsidy, so employees who use alternative modes might receive $50-100 per 
month in additional benefits) typically reduces affected vehicle trips about 20%. Since 
commuting represents about a quarter of total personal travel, this strategy could reduce 
at most 5% of total personal trips if implemented at all worksite. However, their impacts 
are cumulative and synergistic (total impacts are greater than the sum of individual 
impacts). A comprehensive package of reforms implemented to the degree justified by 
market principles can significantly reduce vehicle travel and help solve transport 
problems. For example, an integrated program of reforms that included improved travel 
options, road and parking pricing, and smart growth development policies, could reduce 
per capita vehicle travel 20-40%, and perhaps even more over the long-term. 
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Transportation professionals may be particularly interested in the distortions that are 
within their conventionally-defined responsibilities. These are summarized in Table 17. 
 
Table 17 Comparing Conventional and Comprehensive Planning 

(“Comprehensive Transport Planning,” VTPI, 2006) 
Requirement Common Distortions Correction 

Consider diverse solutions. Often ignores TDM solutions. Considers TDM solutions. 

Funding should be flexibility and 
used for the best overall option. 

A major share of funding is 
dedicated to road and parking 
facilities and cannot be shifted to 
alternatives even if they are more 
cost effective overall. 

Apply least-cost planning. Allow 
funding to be used for the most cost 
effective solution, including 
alternative modes and TDM 
programs. 

Evaluates demand for roads and 
parking facilities based on consumer 
willingness-to-pay. 

Assumes that current travel 
“demand” should be 
accommodated. 

Considers market distortions and tests 
consumer demand based on 
willingness-to-pay. 

Uses best practices when modeling 
travel demand. 

Many current models contain errors 
that exaggerate vehicle travel 
demand and the benefits of 
roadway capacity expansion. 

Improve travel models to better 
account for alternative modes, 
generated traffic impacts, and TDM 
strategies.  

Evaluates transport based on 
accessibility, not just vehicle traffic. 

Measures vehicle traffic (vehicle 
traffic speeds, roadway LOS, etc.) 

Measures accessibility, including all 
modes and land use factors. 

Integrates transport and land use 
planning... 

Little integration of transport and 
land use planning. 

Transport and land use planning are 
well integrated. 

Considers all generated traffic and 
induced travel impacts. 

Ignores many impacts. 
Unsophisticated analysis. 

Includes all impacts. Sophisticated 
analysis. 

Considers all consumer impacts 
when evaluating improvements to 
alternative modes. 

Considers only mobility benefits 
(more travel, increased travel 
speeds, reduced congestion delays). 

Considers all benefits, including 
convenience, comfort, safety; vehicle 
cost savings, and health benefits.  

Considers parking costs. Only considers parking costs paid 
by motorist 

Includes all parking costs, including 
those borne by motorists, 
governments and businesses. 

Considers construction periods 
congestion delays. 

Ignores Considers 

Considers environmental impacts. Limited analysis, focusing 
primarily on air emissions per 
vehicle-mile. 

Comprehensive analysis, including 
per capita air, noise and water 
pollution emissions. 

Considers equity objectives. Limited analysis. Comprehensive analysis, including 
vertical and horizontal equity. 

Safety and health impacts are 
measured comprehensively. 

Primarily considers per vehicle-
mile crash risk. 

Considers per capita crash risk and 
physical activity health impacts. 

Common transport planning practices are biased in favor of automobile transportation and tend 
to undervalue alternative modes. Correcting these distortions supports sustainable development. 
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The importance of market efficiency is likely to increase as society becomes wealthier. 
Research on human happiness indicates that when people are in poverty, increased 
material wealth increases happiness, but once their basic material needs for food, housing 
and medical care are met, the relationship between wealth and happiness is variable. 
Increased wealth can increase happiness if used efficiently or it may provide little 
additional happiness if squandered. Some people learn to be happier with less wealth, for 
example, by choosing a lower paying but more enjoyable job, or by retiring. 
 
Figure 15 Wealth and Happiness 
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Starting from poverty, increased material wealth tends to increase happiness. But once people 
achieve basic material comfort, wealth may either be used efficiently, providing more happiness, 
or inefficiently, with large increases in consumption that provide little additional happiness. 
Some people learn to achieve greater happiness with less wealth. 
 
 
The efficiency with which we achieve happiness is affected by public policy decisions. 
For example, an individual may prefer to forego some status in order to save money by 
cycling or using public transit, but this may be impossible if transport planning decisions 
are skewed to favor automobile transport over alternative modes. As a result, people may 
be forced to drive more than they really want, increasing costs to themselves and society.  
 
Competition for status can be an economic trap, in which people compete in ways that 
makes society worse off overall. For example, if people compete for status by purchasing 
larger vehicles, vehicle size will continually ratchet upward, costing more money, 
consuming more resources, and increasing other external costs, without providing net 
benefits. Transportation activities, such as competing for status with more costly vehicles, 
for safety with larger vehicles, and for preferred housing locations, can all involve such 
economic traps. 
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Possible Criticisms 
Critics of market reforms (such as people who oppose road pricing, parking management, 
fuel tax increases, smart growth land use policies and least cost planning) often claim that 
they provide few benefits and impose significant costs on consumers and the economy. 
They assume that most consumers want to live automobile-dependent, suburban 
lifestyles, so mobility management and smart growth programs are difficult to implement 
and harmful to consumers. These assumptions are often wrong. 
 
Many of these reforms (parking cash out, pay-as-you-drive vehicle fees, more flexible 
parking requirements, etc.) apply positive incentives: consumers who continue to drive 
their current annual mileage are no worse off on average, but those who reduce their 
mileage enjoy additional savings not currently available. Vehicle mileage reductions 
reflect consumer benefits not costs. Even price increases may benefit consumers overall 
if revenues are used to offset other taxes and fees (for example, if road and parking 
pricing reduce taxes or retail prices, or if increased fuel tax revenues are used to reduce 
income or business taxes).  
 
To the degree that these reforms reduce per capita vehicle travel they tend provide a 
variety of benefits, including reduced traffic congestion, road and parking facility cost 
savings, reduced accidents, energy conservation, emission reductions, and reduced sprawl 
and its associated costs. Win-Win strategies also tend (often directly and always 
indirectly) to improve mobility options for non-drivers, improve affordability, create 
more livable communities, and encourage more physical activity. Critics tend to overlook 
many of these benefits and so undervalue these reforms. 
 
Although few consumers want to stop driving completely, at the margin (compared with 
their current travel patterns) many prefer to drive less and rely more on alternatives, 
provided they are convenient, comfortable, safe and affordable. Similarly, market surveys 
indicate that many households prefer more accessible, walkable neighborhoods, provided 
they have good public services, safety and value. To the degree that this is true, win-win 
strategies help satisfy consumer needs and preferences.  
 
Critics are also wrong to assume that high levels of motor vehicle ownership and use 
support economic development (employment, productivity, increased asset values, tax 
revenue, etc.). Market distortions increase motor vehicle travel and land use sprawl 
reduce economic efficiency. To the degree that reforms reflect market principles, they 
will tend to increase economic efficiency. Motor vehicle use imposes many economic 
costs (for roads and parking facilities, accident damages, environmental damages) which 
reduce productivity, and consumer expenditures on vehicles and fuel tend to generate 
fewer jobs and provide less business activity than most other types of expenditures.  
 
Described differently, although motorized travel provides significant benefits, market 
distortions can lead to economically excessive levels of vehicle travel, which is harmful 
to consumers and the economy, and appropriate market reforms can reduce vehicle travel 
in ways that benefit consumers and the economy. 
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How Bad Can It Get? What Hope Do We Have? 
There are historical examples of human-caused ecocide (death by environmental 
degradation), such as Easter Island deforestation which lead to economic collapse, 
starvation and war; and central African desertification, leading to hunger, disease and 
violence. Ecological degradation causes many other less dramatic but significant 
economic losses, including fishery collapse, reduced agricultural production, and 
increased water supply costs. 
 
Fortunately, such problems lend themselves to economic and technical solutions. For 
example, efficient water management can greatly expand the number of people who can 
be served by given amount of fresh water, and careful land and resource management can 
maximize the long-term productivity of farmlands, forests and fisheries. Similarly, better 
management can significantly increase transport system efficiency, reducing the 
economic and environmental costs of providing accessibility. Even with ecological 
degradation, wealthy people will probably be able to live with only modest 
inconvenience, but the poor may bear significant costs. 
 
Unfortunately, current trends are discouraging. There are many economic traps which 
encourage individuals, businesses and countries to compete in ways that are economically 
inefficient and environmentally risky. Although it is possible to use resources efficiency 
and leave fossil fuels in the earth, industries and national economies are addicted to cheap 
fuel and high levels of mobility, resulting in resource consumption that provide little or 
no overall benefits. The main challenge we face is therefore cultural and political.  
 
The current response to energy and environmental risks is largely misdirected. It relies 
primarily on increased explicit and hidden subsidies for alternative fuels (such as CAFE 
standards that allow “flex-fuel” vehicles to be classified as fuel efficient, and various 
subsidies for biofuels production which provides little or no net benefits) and the 
development of new technologies, rather than rational incentives such as increased fuel 
taxes and carbon fees, more multi-modal transport and land use planning to create more 
efficient transport systems.  
 
The current response represents more reductionist analysis which treats energy and 
ecological risks as another special interest issue to be addressed with special and often 
token programs. It fails to build the partnerships needed to implement Win-Win 
solutions, which would implement environmental solutions that support other planning 
objectives. With more comprehensive thinking, optimal solutions are easier to identify. 
 
The greatest hope, therefore, is for planners and decision-makers to apply more integrated 
analysis and build the partnerships needed for truly optimal solutions to transportation 
problems. We can honestly use such well-used clichés as “Think outside the box,” “Turn 
problems into opportunities,” and “Build partnerships.” 
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Conclusions 
This paper identifies various energy and environmental issues related to transport 
planning, including the following: 
 

• Rising fuel prices 
• Energy externality costs 
• Air, noise and water pollution 
• Sprawl and its various costs 

• Community livability and cohesion 
• Equity and social inclusion 
• Transport and housing affordability 
• Physical fitness and health 

 
 
Many of these issues are likely to become increasingly important, either because physical 
impacts are increasing (more total fuel consumption, pollution emissions, land use 
dispersion, etc.), due to more sophisticated analysis (scientists identify more vehicle 
emission health risks), or from increased concerns about impacts (residents place a higher 
value on health). Some may become severe crises that threaten economic stability and 
human life. 
 
There is considerable debate about the nature and magnitude of transport energy 
problems. Although inexpensive petroleum supply is declining which should cause prices 
to rise, such increases will probably be moderate due to alternative fuels and increased 
fuel efficiency. However, many alternative fuels are environmentally harmful, and 
increasing transport system efficiency will require many years of higher fuel prices.  
 
There is also considerable debate and uncertainty concerning the severity of various 
environmental problems, including climate change, sprawl and the health problems 
associated with automobile dependency. A growing body of evidence does suggest that 
these are significant risks which deserve application of the precautionary principle, 
implementation of low-cost mitigation measures in response to uncertain risks.  
 
These issues can be evaluated in various ways. A reductionist perspective considers them 
a set of unrelated problems, each of which should be assigned to a particular specialist or 
agency to solve in ways that require the least change in transport behavior. How much 
they are solved depends on the size of their program budget.  
 
An alternative, more comprehensive perspective is that these problems all result, to 
various degrees, from market distortions that encourage inefficient and economically 
excessive motor vehicle travel. Only by applying comprehensive analysis can we identify 
policies that provide the greatest overall benefits. 
 
Solving these problems requires correcting market and planning distortions, by 
improving travel options, providing incentives for more efficient travel behaviour, and 
increase land use accessibility. Comprehensive analysis helps identify win-win solutions, 
which are market and planning reforms justified on market principles which help achieve 
multiple planning objectives. The degree to which they are solved will depend on the 
degree to which these reforms are implemented.  
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Described differently, the socially optimal level of mobility is the amount that consumers 
would choose in an efficient market which reflects the basic principles of consumer 
choice, cost-based pricing and neutral public policies. The transportation demand curve 
has a long tail: as the price of travel declines consumers continue to increase their 
mileage, although the additional travel provides small incremental benefits and imposes 
significant external costs (Figure 16). Current market distortions result in economically 
excessive motor vehicle travel, which exacerbates various transport problems and harms 
society overall. Correcting these market distortions would reduce per capita vehicle travel 
in ways that increase economic efficiency, help solve various problems, and support 
diverse planning objectives.  
 
Figure 16 Travel Demand Curve 
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The demand curve for mobility has a long tail: as the price declines mileage continues to increase 
even if the additional travel provides small incremental benefits and imposes significant external 
costs. As a result, an increasing portion of travel probably has negative social value (total 
benefits are less than total costs, including energy and environmental externalities).  
 
 
Market reforms require changing the way transport problems are evaluated and solutions 
implemented. They tend to require increased stakeholder involvement and multi-
organization coordination, with more marketing and less engineering.  
 
Many issues described in this paper are considered relatively new to transportation 
planning. Some transport professionals find themselves poorly prepared to deal with such 
issues and may consider them challenging and frustrating. However, they are important 
and interesting issues, and planners will benefit by learning to evaluate and help solve 
them. 
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